DIRECT QUOTES FROM LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION WE
HAVE RECEIVED OVER THE YEARS:

“The carpet and floor cleaning in the main church building was a big job and I appreciate your crew
working around our schedule. There are lots of meetings at the church and it can be very difficult to
deal with all our requirements. Your crew was always very prompt and very professional in their
work. I especially appreciate the way they handled the requests for extra detailing from some of my
more demanding members. The very thorough job the crew did on the older carpets made many of
them look better than they have looked in years.”

“Not only do they do a great job of vacuuming our carpets, dusting, cleaning sinks, toilets and
windows, but they repeatedly step up to the plate with enhanced services like stain removal, light
fixture maintenance, and other peripheral tasks that are equally essential to the overall picture of
cleanliness and order that a healthcare facility requires.”

“They have provided excellent service both to us and to our tenants. Our building continues to look
better as Todd Londin and his employees work on projects and daily cleaning along with opening
our building each morning. I am so appreciative of the direct involvement, consistency and
attention to detail that First Impressions provides.”

“This company exemplifies the Service in Service Company. Not only are the staff members trained
to be accommodating and proficient, they are conscience of the quality of the job they do and
realize that they can have a very positive reflection on our clients long after the job is completed.
Todd has proven to be available under very short notice for emergencies and flexible in the types of
service that they are capable of providing. Their bid process has proven to make it an easy decision
to keep our dollars working in Salem rather than going with companies outside the area.”

“Our floor is a black and white checkerboard design, and while it can look stunning when it is clean
and buffed, it also shows every flaw when it is not done perfectly. Todd’s guys got the job done
right. They scraped out every corner and stripped every bit of old finish before applying two coats
of seal and four coats of finish. The floor has never looked better. I would like to personally
recommend ABC Window Cleaning for anyone who would like great floor work, with exceptional
service delivered at an excellent value.”

“ABC Window Cleaners assembled a crew quickly, completed the work on time, and met our
requirements. I really appreciated the coordination efforts, correspondence and creative solutions
demonstrated by ABC Window Cleaners during the entire project. ABC Window Cleaners added
additional value by being sensitive to the tenants concerns about chemical odors. ABC Window
Cleaners did perform their cleaning work during operating hours with as minimal disruption to the
tenants as possible. The building point of contact reported the following information to me: ‘the
windows look great. This group did an outstanding job. Several staff from our agency commented
on their quick and quiet work’.”

